In today's multicomputers, software overhead dominates the message-passing latency cost. We designed two multicomputer network interfaces that signif~cantiy reduce this overhead. Both support vMual-memory-mapped communication, allowing user processes to communicate without expensive buffer management and without making system calls across the protection boundary separating user processes from the operating system kerneL Here we compare the two interfaces and discuss the performance trade-offs between them.
vice of the operating system. The challenge in designing network interfaces is to provide appropriate hardware support to achieve minimal software message-passing overhead, to accommodate multiprogramming under a variety of scheduling policies without sacrificing protection, and to overlap communication with computation.
As the first step of our research, we developed an idea we call virtual-memory-mapped communication. This approach allows programs to pass messages directly between user processes without crossing the protection boundary to the operating system kernel, thus reducing software messagepassing overhead significantly. Implementation of this approach requires network interface support.
We designed two network interfaces for the SHRIMP multicomputer that use Pentium PCs and an Intel Paragon routing network. Our first design makes minimal modifications to the traditional DMA-based network interface design, while implementing virtual-memory mapping in software. The design requires a system call to initiate outgoing data transfer, but its virtuamemory-mapped communication can reduce the send latency overhead as much as 78 percent. The interface transfers received messages directly to memory, typically reducing the receive software overhead to only a few instructions.
Our second design implements virtual-memory mapping completely in hardware.j This approach provides fully protected, user-level Virtual-memory-mapped communication Figure 1 illustrates the basic idea of virtual-memorymapped communication: Applications create a mapping between two virtual-memory address spaces over the network. That is, the user maps a piece of the sender's virtual memory to an equal-size piece of the receiver's virtual memory across the network. The mapping operation requires a system call to provide protection between users and processes in a multiprogrammed environment. But once the mapping is established, the sending and receiving processes can use the mapped memory as send and receive buffers, and can communicate without kernel involvement.
Virtual-memory-mapped communication has several advantages over traditional, kernel-dispatch-based message passing. One is that virtual-memory-mapped communication incurs low overhead, since data can move between user processes without context switching and message dispatching.
Another advantage is that virtual-memory-mapped communication moves memory buffer management to the user level. Applications or libraries can manage their communication buffers directly without the expensive overhead of unnecessary context switches and protection boundary crossings that are commonly used. Recent studies indicate that moving communication buffer management out of the kernel to the user level can greatly reduce the software overhead of message passing. The use of a compiled, applicationtailored runtime library can improve the latency of multicomputer message passing by about 30 percent.h
In addition, virtual-memory-mapped communication takes advantage of the protection provided by virtual-memory systems. Since mappings are established at the virtual-memory level, virtual-address translation hardware guarantees that an application can use only mappings created by itself. This eliminates the per-message software protection checking of traditional message-passing implementations.
Several ways of implementing virtual-memory mapping are possible. To achiev-e a simple, low-cost design, we investigated various combinations of hardware and software. Our results are the SHRIMP-I network interface, designed to provide minimal hardware support, and the SHRIMP-II network interface, intended to provide as much hardware support as needed to minimize communication latency.
SHRIMP-I network interface
Our design goal for the SHRIMP-I network interface was to start with a traditional, DMA-based nemork interface and add the minimal hardware support needed for implementing virtual-memory-mapped communication. The resulting network interface supports the DMA-based model and optionally implements virtual-memory-mapper1 communication with some software assistance. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the SHRIMP-I network interface data path. The card uses DMA transactions to interface between the EISA (Extended Industry Standard Architecture) bus of a Pentium PC and a network interface chip connected to an Intel Paragon routing network. DMA transactions are limited to the size of a memory page and cannot cross page boundaries, since pages are the unit of protection. The card provides control through a set of memorymapped registers, which device driver programs use to compose packets, initiate packet transfers, examine interface status, and set up receiving memory addresses. Incoming packets optionally can generate interrupts to the host processor. The arbiter controls sharing of the bidirectional data path to the network interface chip, giving incoming data priority over outgoing data.
The hardware supports physical-memory mapping for incoming data. That is, each packet carries a receive destination physical-memory address in its packet header, and the hardware automatically initiates a DMA transfer to this address upon packet arrival, without host CPU intervention.
The beginning of every packet carries a header of two 64-bit words. The first 64-bit word contains routing information for the Paragon network and is stripped by the network hardware. The second 64-bit word is the SHRIMP-I packet header containing four fields: version, destination address, packet size, and action. The version field identifies the version of the network interface that generated the packet. The destination address specifies a physical base address on the destination machine to receive the packet's data. The packet size field specifies the number of 32-bit data words in the body of the packet. The action field tells the receiving network interface how to handle the packet.
Writing a packet header to the send registers initiates a send operation. That starts the send state machine, which builds a network packet and transfers the data directly from memory via the network interface chip. When the packet arrives at the destination, its header is stored in the receive registers. By default, the packet's data is delivered to the physical memory indicated by the destination address field in the packet header. Optionally, the packet's action field can instruct the receiving logic to deliver the data to a physical address provided by the receiver (in a memory-mapped register). In addition, the action field can cause an interrupt to the receiving host processor immediately after packet delivery. An interrupt freezes the incoming data path until the host processor explicitly restarts it by writing to a special control register.
For software flexibility and debugging support, the user can program the receiving logic to override the actions indicated in the packet's action field. Specifically, the receive control register can ignore the action field and use the physical address from the special receive register as the destination address for the next incoming packet. The user can also program the receive control register to interrupt the CPU after every packet (or never to intermpt). Finally, the user can program the receive logic to freeze the incoming data path after each packet arrival, an action useful for debugging.
The SHRIMP-I network interface supports both traditional message passing and virtual-memory-mapped communication. In traditional message passing, the receiver provides the destination address, and an interrupt is raised upon message arrival (as indicated by action bits in the message header). This option allows the operating system kernel to manage memory buffers and dispatch messages.
Before virtual-memory-mapped communication can take place, a mapping operation to map a user-level send buffer to a user-level receive buffer is necessary. The mapping operation pins both buffers in physical memory. Once a mapping is established, we can use it to send messages without interrupting the receiving processor. That is, we can perform a receive operation entirely at the user level, without making a system call.
Virtual-memory-mapped communication is an optimization that reduces software message-passing overhead at the expense of additional mapping steps and increased consumption of physical memory caused by the pinning of send and receive buffers. If physical memory becomes scarce, one can always use traditional message passing with kernelallocated memory buffers instead of virtual-memory-mapped communication.
SHRIMP-II network interface
For the SHRIMP-II network interface, we wanted to provide hardware support for protected, low-latency, user-level message passing to minimize software overhead. The design shares the main idea of the SHRIMP-I network interface design-supporting virtual-memory-mapped communication. The principal difference is that the SHRIMP-II network interface implements virtual-memory mapping in hardware, allowing programs to perform message passing completely at the user level with full protection. Figure 3 , next page, shows the data path of the SHRIMP-II network interface, which connects to both the EISA bus and the Xpress memory extension connector of the Intel Xpress memory bus. The network interface uses the connection with the Xpress bus to "snoop" (detect) ordinary memory write transactions and to filter outgoing data destined for other nodes. It uses the connection with the EISA bus to transfer DMA bulk data between the local memory and the network. The key component that allows the SHRIMP-II network interface to support virtual-memory mapping in hardware is the network interface page table. This table has an entry for each physical page of main memory. Each NIPT entry containp information about whether and how a page is mapped, spicifies the destination node and the physical page number that is mapped to, and includes various control information for sending and receiving data.
The SHRIMP-II network interface supports two update strategies: automatic update and deliberate update. A user program selects an update strategy for the mapped-out pages at the time a mapping is created. The mapping system call uses a write-through strategy to cache pages mapped for automatic update.
To initiate an automatic update operation, the source process writes to mapped memory; this write takes place on the Xpress bus. It is convenient to think of the address of this ,write as a physical page number and an offset on that page. While the write is updating main memory, the network interface snoops it and directly indexes into the NIPT, using the page number, to obtain the mapping information. If the page is mapped out for automatic update, the network interface constructs a packet header using the destination and physical mapping information from the NIPS entry, along with the original offset from the write address. The written data is appended to this header, and the now-complete packet goes into the outgoing FIFO buffer. When it eventually reaches the head of the FIFO, the network interface chip injects it into the network.
When the packet arrives at the destination processor, the network interface chip puts it into the incoming FIFO buffer. Once the packet reaches the head of this FIFO, the interface again uses the page number to index into the NIPT and determines whether that page has been mapped in. If it has, the EISA DMA logic uses the destination address from the packet to transfer the data directly to main memory. The snooping architecture of the PC system ensures that the caches remain consistent with main memory during this transfer. Therefore, a SHRIMP system can use regular, cacheable DRAM as send and receive buffers for message passing without special hardware.
User programs select deliberate update-to obtain the highest transfer bandwidth. Data written to a deliberate-update page does not automatically transfer to the destination node; it transfers only when the user-level application issues an explicit send command. The send command initiates an EISA DMA transfer to move data from memory to the outgoing FIFO and then to the network. Therefore, deliberateupdate pages can be cached with a write-back strategy but must be consistent with the cache at the time the send is initiated.
To allow an application to issue user-level commands to control some operations of the network interface without involving the kernel, we provide a mechanism called virtual-memory-mapped commands. The network interface decodes command memory, located in the node's physicaladdress space but not corresponding to actual RAM. References to command memory simply transmit information to or from the network interface at user level.
The current network interface supports one command memory space the same size as the actual physical memory and associates a unique command page with each page of physical memory. Since the two address spaces are linear and of equal size, simply adding or subtracting a fixed off-set determines the association.
The operating system kernel gives a user-level process access to a command page by mapping that command page into the process's virtual-memory space. For example, if physical page p currently holds the contents of some virtual page of process X, the kernel can give X access to the command pages that control p. This allows Xto tell the network interface how to operate withpdirectly from user level. If the kernel later decides to reallocate p to another process, it can revoke X's right to access the command pages corresponding top.
The command memory mechanism uses physical-address space (but not physical memory) to achieve low-overhead control of the network interface. The amount of physicaladdress space it consumes is a small constant times that of the local physical memory.
We currently use the command space to implement the sencl command for deliberate updates.
System software support
An advantage of virtual-memory-mapped communication is the diversity of communication models it can support, We designed a simple communication model for supporting multicomputer programs, We do not describe models suitable for other application classes. For all models, the virtualmemory-mapped communication for the network interface requires system calls to create mappings and primitives to send messages using mapped memory.
Our multicomputer interface uses two system calls for mapping creation: map-send and map-recv. The first is similar to the following NW2 csend and crecv calls: mapid = map-send(node-id, sendbuf, size)
process-id, bind-id; mode, where node-id is the network address of the receiving node, process-id indicates the receiving process, and bind-id is a binding identifier (whose function is similar to the message type in the NX/2 send and receive primitives). Mode indicates whether the mapping should be an automatic or deliberate update (meaningless for the SHRIMP-I network interface, which does not support automatic update). Sendbuf is the starting address of the send buffer, and size is the number of words in the send buffer. This call is used on the sender's side to establish a mapping. It returns a mapid, which identifies this mapping for send operations. For SHRIMP-I, mapid is just an index into a kernel-level mapping table specifically for a calling process. For SHRIMP-II, mapid is the virtual address in the command space corresponding to sendbuf. The second system call is map-recvcbind-id, recvbuf, size, ihandler)
Here, bind-id is the binding identifier to match the mapping request by the map-send call, recvbuf is the starting address of the receive buffer, and size is the number of words in the receive buffer. If ihdndler is nonnull, it specifies a user-level interrupt handler that will be called for every message received for this mapping. The map-recv call provides the mapping identified by bind-id with a receiving physicalmemory address so that the sender's side can create a physical-memory mapping for the virtual-memory mapping.
The mapping calls will pin the memory pages of both the send and receive buffers into physical memory to create a stable physical-memory mapping. This enables data transfers on both sending and receiving sides without CPU involvement on SHRIMP-II and with minimal sender-side overhead on SHRIMP-I.
Every mapping is unidirectional and asymmetric, from the source (sending buffer) to the destination (receiving buffer). A mapping can be established only if the receive buffer's size is the same as the send buffer's size. Mapid can be viewed as a handle to select a mapping for a send operation. SHRIMP-I uses it to provide multiple and overlapped mappings for the same memory. SHRIMP-II uses it to calculate the base address in the command space.
For security, we must verify that the sending process has permission to transmit data to the receiving process. In our multicomputer programming model, only objects owned by processes belonging to the same process task group can be mapped to each other. The operating system fully controls a process's membership in a given task group, so all processes within a task group trust each other. For example, processes cooperating on the execution of a given multicomputer program will usually belong to the same task group.
Both SHRIMP-I and SHRIMP-II support the following send operation:
sendcmapid, send-offset, size) For SHRIMP-I, this operation is a system call that builds a packet for each memory page. It simply looks up the mapid in the mapping table, finds the destination physical address, builds a packet header, and initiates the outgoing data transfer. This call returns immediately after the data is sent out to the network. For SHRIMP-II, the send operation is a deliberate-update macro. If the data to be sent resides within one page, this macro executes a user-level store of size to the address mapid+send-offset in the command space. The network interface decodes this write as a command to initiate the requested transfer from the corresponding physical-memory page. For a message spanning multiple pages, one store is issued for each page.
Since a destination object is allocated in user space, both SHRIMP-I and SHRIMP-II can deliver data directly to the user memory without a receive interrupt. The user process can 
Cost and performance
Both the SHRIMP-I and SHRIMP-II network interfaces sup port traditional, DMA-based message passing, and provide the option of virtual-memory-mapped communication. This option can eliminate a large amount of software overhead in traditional message passing, such as buffer management and message dispatching.
Compared to traditional network interface designs, the SHRIMP-I interface only adds the destination physical address of a packet in its header, with receiving logic to deliver data accordingly. This simple change makes the network interface very flexible. Although the interface requires a system call to send a message, it requires no CPU involvement to receive and dispatch messages.
The SHRIMP-II network interface supports protected, userlevel virtual-memory-mapped communication. Automaticupdate mode allows a single store instruction to initiate a send with only the local write-buffer latency. Deliberateupdate mode requires a few user-level instructions to send up to a page of data. Table 1 shows the overhead components of message passing on three kinds of network interfaces: traditional, SHRIMP-I, and SHRIMP-II5 The SHRIMP-II network interface implements virtual-memory-mapping translation in hardware so that the send operation can proceed at the user level.
Although the SHRIMP-I network interface requires a system call to send a message, it provides virtual-memorymapped communication with very little additional hardware over the traditional design.
We implemented the send operation for both the SHRIMP-I and SHRIMP-II network interfaces using Pentium-based PCs and compared the cost of our send with that of the csend/crecv primitives of NX/2. For passing a small message (less than 100 bytes), the software overhead of a send for the SHRIMP-I network interface is 117 instructions plus the system call overhead and, optionally, an interrupt. For SHRIMP-II, the overhead of a send implemented as a macro is only 15 user-level instructions, with no system call necessary. In contrast, the software overhead of a csend and a crecv in NX/2 is 483 instructions plus two system calls (csend and crecv) and an interrupt, For passing a large message, the primitives for the SHRIMP-I network interface require only 26 additional instructions for each additional page transferred. For SHRIMP-II, this overhead is only eight user-level instructions. NX/2's csend and crecv require additional network transactions to allocate receive buffer space on the receiving side, and they must prepare data descriptors needed by the network interface to initiate a send. The cost of mapping on both SHRIMP-I and SHRIMP-II is similar to that of passing a small message using csend and crecv in NX/2. For applications that have static communication patterns, the amortized overhead of creating a mapping can be negligib1e.j
We should point out that the semantics of NX/2's csend/crecv primitives are richer than the virtual-memorymapped communication supported by the SHRIMP interfaces. Our comparison shows that rich semantics often come with substantial overhead. Since both SHRIMP network interfaces support traditional message passing and virtualmemory-mapped communication, they allow user programs to optimize for common cases.
Related work
Traditional network interface design is based on DMA data transfer. Recent examples include the NCube' and iPSC/860." In this scheme an application sends messages by making operating system calls to initiate DMA data transfers. The network interface initiates an incoming DMA data transfer when a message arrives and interrupts the local processor when the trans-fer completes so that it can dispatch the arriving message. The main disadvantage of traditional network interfaces is that message-passing usually takes thousands of CPU cycles.
One solution to the problem of software overhead is to add a separate processor on every node just for message passing.','" Recent examples of this approach are the Intel Paragon and the Meiko '3-2, mentioned earlier. The basic idea is for the "compute" processor to communicate with the "message" processor either through mailboxes in shared memory or through closely coupled data paths. The compute and message processors can then work in parallel to overlap communication and computation. In addition, the message processor can poll the network device, eliminating interrupt overhead. This approach, however, does not eliminate the overhead of the software protocol on the message processor, which is still hundreds of CPU instructions. In addition, the node is complex and expensive to build.
Several projects have reduced communication latency by bringing the network all the way into the processor and mapping the network interface FIFOs to special processor registers."-'" Writing and reading these registers queues and dequeues data from the FIFOs. While this is efficient for finegrained, low-latency communication, it requires the use of a nonstandard CPU and does not support the protection of multiple contexts in a multiprogramming environment.
An alternative approach employs memory-mapped network interface FIFOs.' In this scheme, the controller has no DMA capability. Instead, the host processor communicates with the network interface by reading or writing special memory locations that correspond to the FIFOs. This approach results in good latency for short messages. However, for longer messages the DMA-based controller is preferable because it uses the bus burst mode, which is much faster than processor-generated single-word transactions.
Among commercially available massively parallel processors. the machine with the lowest latency is the Cray T3D, which supports shared memory without caching. The T3D requires a large amount of custom hardware design, and it is not clear whether the overhead from sharing remote memories without caching degrades the performance of messagepassing applications.
MINIMAL ADDITIONS TO THE TRADITIONAL network interface design can reduce software overhead by up to 78 percent. With more hardware support, the software overhead for sending a message can be reduced to a single user-level instruction. Although virtual-memory-mapped communication requires the use of map system calls, it can avoid a receive system call and a receive interrupt. For multicomputer programs that exhibit static communication patterns (that is, transfers from a given send buffer to a fixed destination buffer), the net gain can be substantial.
Both the SHRIMP-I and SHRIMP-II network interfaces provide users with flexible functionality, including the specification of data delivery locations and optional receiver interrupt generation. In addition, a good part of both designs consists of programmable logic, allowing for experimentation with hardware protocols at various stages of data transfer.
We built a simulator for software development, and we are constructing 16-node prototypes of SHRIMP-I and SHRIMP-II systems. We expect the SHRIMP-I system to be operational sometime during the second quarter of 1995. At that time we also expect to have an operational two-node SHRIMP-II system. c I Matthias A. Blumrich is a PhD candidate at Princeton University, where he is implementing the network interface for SHRIMP-II, His research centers on highperformance computer systems, with a preference for hardware design and implementation. He has worked on a variety of R&D projects, both in academia and industry, ranging from multiprocessor architecture simulation to printed circuit board layout. Blumrich 
